Gaia

Described by Yavuz Demirhan, made by Eric Fuller 2018.
(Paduak frame, 2 Wenge pieces, 2 Holly pieces, and two Acrylic pieces,
7 pieces total, 1+3/8" x 1+3/8" x 1+1/8" inches)

A tiny puzzle that came in a little pink bag. Here is what the puzzle maker said:

"As soon as I saw the Gaia design I knew I wanted to make it. The structure is very unique, incorporating stick pieces and board pieces with a constraining cage. The unique level 11.2 solution is not as difficult as you would think, making this a fairly approachable puzzle. When solved the acrylic nicely sets off the three wood combination. Fit is very precise, and the cage features rabbited joinery for strength. Stick pieces are milled from solid wood."